
 

Camping in Bir Billing, Low Budget Camps inCamping in Bir Billing, Low Budget Camps in
Bir - Billi MountBir - Billi Mount

AddressAddress Vill-Gharnala, PO-Bir, Tehsil-Vill-Gharnala, PO-Bir, Tehsil-
Baijnath, District-Kangra, City-BirBaijnath, District-Kangra, City-Bir
Kangra, Himachal Pradesh 176077Kangra, Himachal Pradesh 176077
IndiaIndia

Contact PersonContact Person BharatBharat
Mobile NumberMobile Number 98174730009817473000
EmailEmail billimountcamping@gmail.combillimountcamping@gmail.com

Billi Mount is established in between valley and forest at the edge ofBilli Mount is established in between valley and forest at the edge of
Tehsil-Baijnath, District-Kangra. Billi Mount Camping in Bir Billing is oneTehsil-Baijnath, District-Kangra. Billi Mount Camping in Bir Billing is one
the most amazing camping in Bir we are having different type of tentsthe most amazing camping in Bir we are having different type of tents
like for enjoy the say in the valley of mountain most amazing viewlike for enjoy the say in the valley of mountain most amazing view
most amazing services and we are always been one step ahead frommost amazing services and we are always been one step ahead from
other camps in all the services section like food, cleanness, serving toother camps in all the services section like food, cleanness, serving to
our tourist and one of the most amazing things is the that we areour tourist and one of the most amazing things is the that we are
having three types of camping in Billi Mount Camping in Bir.having three types of camping in Billi Mount Camping in Bir.

Camping in Bir Billing, Low Budget Camps & Paragliding in Bir, Cheap,Camping in Bir Billing, Low Budget Camps & Paragliding in Bir, Cheap,
Affordable Camping in Bir Billing, Best Camping Tour Agency in BirAffordable Camping in Bir Billing, Best Camping Tour Agency in Bir
Billing, Call +91-9817473000, +91-9882173000Billing, Call +91-9817473000, +91-9882173000
https://www.billimountcamping.com/https://www.billimountcamping.com/

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/camping-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/camping-
in-bir-billing-low-budget-camps-in-bir-10467in-bir-billing-low-budget-camps-in-bir-10467
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